Cookies Policy
We use cookies across our site to help improve its
performance, to enhance the user experience and to support
some key site functionality. Which cookies we use, and what
we use them for is detailed below.
Cookies are small text files that are stored on your computer by
websites you visit. They allow the website to do things such as
keep track of your preferences as you move around the site so
that we can personalise pages for you and store little bits of
information about your visit so these can be stored for your
future visits. Cookies stay on your computer for varying
amounts of time depending on their type and the parameters
the website sets whilst creating them.
Third Party Cookies
Third party cookies are not set by the website you are visiting.
They are set by a different organisation whose features are
being used by the website you are visiting. This is common
practice if sites use analytical systems supplied by a third party
(as most are) to track the usage and load on their website.
These may also be created by embedded content in the web
page as these need their own cookies to work. These can be
removed at any time by amending your cookie preferences.
Cookies Key
Cookies come in three different categories. The cookies
themselves vary very little between the types but their effect
and use is different.
1. Strictly necessary - for the operation of the site.
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2. Functional - allow the website to remember choices that
customers make and provide enhanced functionality and
personal features.
3. Performance - to help to improve the performance of the
Koine website.
Disabling Cookies
Each browser has settings which allow you to elect not to allow
websites to store cookies on your machine. As each browser is
a little different, we advise you to check your browsers help
functionality for this option or search for instructions that are
specific to your browser.
If you choose to disable cookies, some aspects of this website
may not function as intended.
By using our website, you agree to us placing cookies on your
computer. Here you can find out more about cookies, how and
why we use them and how to manage or delete cookies in your
browser.
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